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About This Game

Robot Incursion is a casual virtual reality wave shooter for the HTC Vive. There are 6 different levels where you will have to
defend yourself with either an assault rifle, turret or grenades. To avoid getting hit, you can either use the cover around you, or

quickly dart out of the way, as the shots are being fired.

When you first start the game, go to 'Training', where you will learn how to use the weapons and complete various timed
challenges.

Each level has a global and local leaderboard, so you can compete with other players to get the highest score.
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This is a pretty fun shmup games. Reminds me alot of R-type and gradius games. One thing that I would like to be aded in the
game is the powerups and recharging my shield.. this game is still better than 95% of all games nowadays.... GET THE
ANDROID VERSION INSTEAD!

This is a brilliant game, but honestly - it's not particular computer friendly.
You have to pretty much play the entire game in one sitting - where on on the android version, you can shut down you phone
and reopen the app, and it picks up right where you left off.

Rating: 8\/10
Budget: Extremely affordable
Replayability: Medium
Length: This is a fairly long text based game - it should take most people few days to get through it.

I would have given a higher rating if:
There had been pictures, background music and perhaps a few sound effects.
Also, the Android version is honestly SO much better.

The game is more or less described on the steam page. You play as a Junior Officer in a cavalry regiment in a fictional world
resembling ours in the early to mid 1800's, but where Germany has apparantly been replaced by an Elven Nation, and the rest of
Europe appears united against, what I deduce to be Slavic nations.
There even appears to be some reference to Colonial America in some of the provinces held by the European-Equavialent
nation.

The technological is prior to the invention of revolvers and proper artillery platforms.

The game features minor magic - all nobility in the game are referred to as "bane blooded" who have the innate ability that they
are sensitive to magic. Some can even cast spells through runes, used for healing and killing on the battle field, as well as forging
magical weapons and armor.

Banecrafted armor and weapons are very rare in the world though - reserved for particularly elite soldiers and Knights of the
Red order.

Banecasters are also fairly rare - only on few occasions do they become relevant in the actual game.

The game is continued in a Sequel called Guns of Infinity, and your save-file can be transferred.

I was disappointed that certain choices leave very little impact in the game, and other choices leave no impact at all - where as it
often seems to be some of the more unlikely choices that seem to have lasting impacts.
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There is a balance act to the game, but ultimately your story will always be different depending on your chocies, which is very
interesting.

I can't wait for the third installation.. I GOT THE ARCADIA PATCHES YES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. I love this song.
Hoped it will also include the "band version" as well but it does not :(
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Plexarium is an excellent blend of action, immersion, and rewarding gameplay. On top of that, I have yet to encounter a single
bug within it so far, which is hard to say for some indie titles.. Very tight and fun top-down driving game. Always nice to see it
get consistent weekly updates from devs.. EDIT: I no longer support buying this release of the game as it is locked down by
online-only DRM. You cannot play the game in offline mode. Note that the game has no vital online functionality to warrant
this.
EDIT: After emailing them, they have removed the online-only DRM.

One of my favorite games on the PS1, and probably the best tube shooter on the system, period. This port could use some
graphics enhancements--it runs in an emulator and it would be nice to see some of the features you'd see in common PC
emulators, which this game will look much better on, if you increase the resolution and add some smoothing. So all in all I
would not say this is a definitive port of the game but it does at least have support for ps3 controllers. Some Vsync\/triple
buffering control would be the least I would ask for as well. I bought it anyway because it's a great game, but great 3D games of
this era typically have actually really nice graphics hidden under the PS1's poor standard resolution. This is a really trippy game
and it runs pretty fast so you won't really notice the graphical jags in the environment but you won't be able to see the detail on
all the insects either.. The game is great, however, there needs to be an unit limit for everyone in the game as the performance
significantly reduces over time even on a powerful rig. I believe this game deserves a chance. I bought this on a wim and though,
"Hey this might turn out to be a good game." In its current state it is not the best game but it does have a fair amount of
potential. The price is good for something that, somewhere along the line, it could turn into something even better.. Update -
STIL NO U.S. SERVERS, Unplayable, do not buy in North America.

I will change it back to positive once the advertised US servers are provided.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Yes the Chinese servers seem laggy to US players, but this game is really better with the learned skills, and even though there
are ranged weapons, you don't have to worry about being sniped from all the way across the map.

You can play in the Chinese servers but expect to lose to latency a lot. When US servers are live this should be really nice.
US servers are advertised....so probably just delay or not enough playerbase??? (that's me being hopeful, I would love to see this
game go live here in the US)

Currently going to tough it out on the Chinese servers to learn everything.

I would not reccommend it for people who want to get the most for their money, right now, wait for US servers to go live. But if
you understand EA and don't mind getting familiar with it now with lag. Get it.
Queue times are not as long as other reviews say, seems similar to PUBG on Chinese servers.. Its a reasoably well made horrible
game. If you like weird stressful phone style games with added feces then you will probably like this. I got it in a bundle and
only finished it because im stubborn.. I liked the premise of the game. Created a good spooky mood. However, the game is a bit
too easy to beat, and the occupant is easy to get away from and avoid, which reduces the scariness level. You spend more time
worrying about where the items are than where the occupant is. I think the game is a good start, but can be more successful with
some additional wrinkles to increase difficulty. Game was fun, however.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=bo_9_iy-G9g. A great techdemo, a mediocre game at best.
All you do is deforming stuff and spouting water-like stuff to solve basic puzzles. I got bored quickly, but if you are into
experimental sandboxy games give it a shot.

New Update!:
Enemies and levels have been improved. Performance optimizations have also been implemented.. Update:
A grip mode option has been added to the menu, to support the Valve Index controllers. You can now choose between 'toggle
grip' for using the HTC Vive wands and 'hold grip' for using the Valve Index controllers.
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